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Word from The President
Dear Reader,
It is with great pride and pleasure that I read this newsletter which gives a clear overview of all the achievements
AUT and its students accomplished in the past academic year!
In line with AUT Mission to provide market-ready graduates, the three Faculties sent their respective students
on an International Experience course abroad to learn first-hand about the major they chose and also about the
culture of the visited country.
In collaboration with Bilgi University (Turkey), students from the Hotel Management department learned firsthand about Culture and Tourism and the policies that work, whereas students from the Maritime Transport
Management department visited the Arab Academy for a course in Maritime Technology in Alexandria Egypt.
This summer, students from the Audio-Visual department will participate in the film festival and the biggest film
making workshop organized in Italy by CINEMADAMARE, an institution which AUT recently started collaboration
with.
As for the students of the Water Resources Department, they can look forward to travelling to the Netherlands
(UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water Education, Delft) in the near future.
My special thanks go to all our students who defended AUT colors in several competitions and managed to earn
prizes in their respective fields.
I am particularly proud of the agreements signed with international renowned partners, such as the University of
Aberdeen for Oil and Gas Management and Oil and Gas Science and Roma Film Academy for Audio-Visual and
Cinema Studies and of course with Babson College for Entrepreneurship. For the latter we are anxiously waiting
for the results of the exams expected in August. The University of London International Programmes under
academic direction of The Prestigious London School of Economic and Political Science (LSE) are attracting
more students and we expect a cohort of 15 from Jordan and Lebanon.
Our aims for the next academic year are not less enterprising than for past years and just to name a few: we
aim to finish of the Agora Building to make 22 new classrooms and labs available to our students, to work on
introducing more market needed specializations and new majors to widen the students’ choices and satisfy
their preferences.
I sincerely hope that you believe as I do, that our future depends on our young generation and that everything we
do to support education will be for everyone’s benefit. To accomplish this we need to work hand in hand and I
invite you to join us in this thrilling and greatly rewarding journey.
In this spirit I wish all of you an exciting and inspiring summertime!
Ghada Hinain

WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Faculty of Arts
and Humanities
Academic News
Calligraphy
Typography and Calligraphy students attended the artist Korosh
Ghazimorad latest exhibition “Dance of the Pen” covering the development
in the calligraphy: Sarir.
Sarir is a new style in calligraphy. It has been developed over a course of
seven years, by studying Persian, Arabic, Chinese and Western calligraphy
forms and methods. Sarir is the sole movement in recent Persian
calligraphy that tries to revive the ancient art of the Persians.
The artist gets the core idea of his works from Shahnameh, the Persian
heritage in literature by Fardosi.

2nd Prize at
Sphinx Film
Festival
Mina Mikhael's short film "Live" got
Second Prize in Best Film category and
First Prize for Sound Design by Pierre
Ghanem in the Sphinx Film Festival in
Gizeh, Egypt. Both Mina and Pierre are
graduates of Audio Visual Arts at AUT.
Our Students Our Pride!

AVA Student
Sandra Boutros
wins 2nd Prize
at AKU Film
Festival
September 2015

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video
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Academic
News
FAH
MTV's
Walid Abboud
at AUT
MTV Journalist, Mr. Walid Abboud
leading his students into the
discussion of the status of Journalism
in the Arab world.

US Journalist, Writer, and "Sunday Wire" Radio Host

Patrick Henningsen Visits AUT Halat & Tyre
Campuses
In March and April, AUT students in
Halat and Tyre had the opportunity
to interact with Patrick Henningsen,
founder of 21st Century Wire, an
internet-based international news
site. Henningsen, who began his
career as a news blogger now hosts
his own weekly radio broadcast,
The Sunday Wire, on the Alternative
Current Network and frequently
appears on Russia Today as a
geopolitical news analyst and
commentator. In Tyre he met with

Journalism and English Literature
students to talk about how he got
started in the field of Journalism
and how he now uses very simple
equipment to record interviews and
document stories out in the field. One
student from Tyre was interviewed
about the local alternative music
scene and appeared on the April
3rd broadcast of the Sunday Wire.
In Halat, Henningsen helped the
Radio and TV Broadcasting class to
conduct a mock Press Conference
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in which students served as
reporters who had to later go onair to provide commentary about
the press conference. Henningsen
also spent time with the Human
Rights class discussing his recently
published article on the "Human
Rights Industrial Complex."
For more information about
Henningsen's
work
or
to
listen to his radio show, go to
www.21stcenturywire.com
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Field Producer
Workshop

For the first time in Lebanon, 120
students participated in the “Field
Producer event” a 2 - day workshop
at AUT that taught students the
basics of working, reporting and
more topics were addressed during
the workshop.

Lecture
on“ART of
SOUND”at AUB
AUT FAH with AUB FAAH organised
a lecture on “ART of SOUND” at AUB,
delivered by RFA professor Tullio
Morganti.

"Dragana Broz, (AUT Instructor); Dr. David Wrisley, (Digital
Humanities and English Dept. at AUB); and Tullio Morganti,
(Sound Engineer and Guest Speaker)" Roma Film Academy

End of Year Exhibitions
Visual
Math
Projects
Fundamentals of Design II students
took the 3D installation Art as a theme
of their final project.
The project is a human body
movement with a light fixture, using
only wires in different techniques.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES | ACADEMIC NEWS

La Nuit des Musees
FAH students together with FAH faculty members attended “La Nuit des
Musées” the 3rd edition of the open museum event organized by the Ministry
of Culture.
Using shuttle buses, they went from one museum to another, starting with
Beirut National Museum, going to Minerals Museum, Musée de Préhistoire
Libanaise de l’Université Saint-Joseph, Villa Audi and ending it at the magical
Nicolas Sursock Museum.

Arts
Students
Inventing
Games
Students of Fundamentals of Design I
had to invent a family friendly game,
based on old fashion children pictured
cubes, choosing their designs from
different schools of Art.

Claymation Workshop
On Friday, March 18, 2016, high school students from various locations in Lebanon visited AUT’s Communication
department. As a demonstration of the kind of creative endeavor they might undertake as Audio-Visual students at AUT,
they learned to make simple claymation films, using only still cameras, lights, and clay. Working in teams of four, with the
assistance of three of our best AV students, they molded clay figures, lit them, photographed them, and thus produced two
short films of fully animated figures, each telling a short story the groups had conceived and written together.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES | ACADEMIC NEWS
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Sound Design Workshop
with Italian Sound Expert Tullio Morganti
AUT hosted Award winning motion
picture Sound Engineer Tullio Morganti,
from the Roma Film Academy, from
October 19 to 23 for a workshop to
students and alumni of Audio-Visual
Arts. Mr. Morganti's workshop entitled
"The Inhabited Shadow: Working with
an Invisible Matter' was a five-day
event that focused on techniques

for recording sound for feature films
under difficult field and location
conditions. Mr. Morganti was happy to
discuss his experiences in working
with some of the great Italian film
directors such as Roberto Benigni in
his award-winning "Life is Beautiful"
(1997). Over 15 participants spent 5
days filming in the old part of Byblos

Mask Design Project
Fundamentals of DesignI students studied the ethnic art of Africa,
Japan and China. Mixing them together, they came out with masks
designs that were made using recycled materials.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES | ACADEMIC NEWS

and the historical site. Certificates
of achievement were awarded to
participants. This was the first step in
many that will be taken to implement
the MOU signed between AUT and
Roma Film Academy and many
common projects have been decided
on for the year to come.

Vanessa Zeaiter

Senior II Graphic Design project.
The experimental art of skin projection by Vanessa Zeaiter turns the human body into a canvas of the imagination. Its
curves and features become an irresistible landscape of animated images that delivers a message from the skin !
This project includes different types of art (art of photography, art of lighting, art of projection, visual art and graphics)
Its concept is to invite people to attend events where they can bring all art forms on stage that they can use to exhibit,
showcase and perform.
This project is an invitation created mainly for the underground artists of Beirut city and the Middle East.

Intensive Workshop on Documentary Making
by Dutch Movie Maker Rob Rombout
Rob Rombout was at AUT for the
fourth time in 4 years for a workshop
on documentary making. The
workshop was preceded by lectures
by Dr Derek Bouse, Chair of Audio
Visual Arts. The 7 students enrolled in
the course had three days of reflection
with Rombout and decided on the
theme of the year which was "The
Road". Three groups were formed and
two of them shot in the area of Minieh

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES | ACADEMIC NEWS

over three days and involved citizens
of the town. One group decided to
link a painting by Magritte to the
short film they produced. Students
who took the course appreciated the
different outlook on documentaries
that Rombout brings since he prefers
adopting a poetic, very human side in
his stories. Rombout was interviewed
by Al Balad newspaper about his
career and his perspective on movies.
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Faculty of
Applied Sciences
Academic News
3rd Annual Economics of Water Resources
& Renewable Energy
Economics of Water Resources &
Renewable Energy Conference is an
initiative conducted by the department
of Water Resources at the Faculty
of Applied Sciences of American
University of Technology. The annual
initiative aims at highlighting the main
challenges that face the water and
renewable energy industries from
all perspectives. The 3rd Annual
Economics of Water Resources &
Renewable Energy Conference took
place on March 22, 2016 at AUT. The
topics covered water treatment, water
cooperation, water management,
water conflicts, and water production
as well as solar energy, wind energy
and others.

Board of Advisors for Water Resources
Within the context of strengthening the collaboration with the private sector, the public sector and the partner academic
institutions, the Water Resources & Geo-Environmental Science Department established its Department Advisory Board.
The Board includes a consultative group of renowned professionals with an aim to steer and support the department in its
quest to be in line with the market needs.

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCES | ACADEMIC NEWS

Academic
News
Internet of Things
Symposium
Internet of Things is the network of physical objects such as devices, cars
and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors and network
activity that enables these objects to collect and exchange important data.
AUT hosted an Internet of Things symposium on Friday March 4th
in partnership with Cisco Technical Manager in the MENA region
Mr. Marc Khayat.
The symposium was given to high school students interested in IT.
Mr. Khayat spoke on how technology applications are affecting our lives
and careers nowadays.
An advanced hands-on experience workshop took place with AUT IT
Manager Mr. Ibrahim Osman.
Participating students received Internet of Everything certificates from
Cisco CCNA.

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCES | ACADEMIC NEWS

FAS

VEX Robotics
The VEX Robotics Competition,
presented by the Robotics Education
& Competition Foundation, is the
largest and fastest growing middle
and high school robotics program
globally with more than 7,300 teams
from 25 countries playing in over 400
tournaments worldwide. AUTics, AUT
Team that included five AUT Computer
Science students (Jihad Fares, David
Nassif, Michel Challita, Mario Hany,
and Simon Khoury), participated in this
competition which took place on the
19th of March 2016 at AUB. AUTics,
built from scratch by non-engineering
students, faced well prepared and
well experienced teams from other
Lebanese universities and was able
to reach remarkable results. Judges
from VEX were impressed by our
straight forward concept of building
the robot. Students who participated
in this competition had a lot of fun
and gained a lot of professional and
personal experience on team and
individual levels. The next competition
is coming soon, Join us and be part of
our team!
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IoT Competition
After the IoT symposium, AUT held a
competition for high-school students
encouraging them to innovatively create
a concept or project idea within the
framework of IoT, which has an impact
on our personal and / or professional
life. The students were invited to
apply in teams of three . Many teams
participated in the competition and
the winners were Richard Sassine,
Joseph Choucair, and Samir Haddad
for their idea “Frame” which consists

of a global phone application that
allows shops and malls owners
to merge their own application
into the Frame application or
to create their own internal
application using the offered tools
along with many services such
as 3D maps, live streaming, etc.
The application will auto detect
the location of the users, show
nearest malls and enable access
to their applications.

Field Trips
Beirut Mineral Museum

The Water Resources students were
invited by their professor, Dr Mark
Saadeh, on 2 December 2015, to
the Beirut Mineral Museum, in Saint
Joseph University.
More than a dozen students enjoyed
several hours of touring the museum’s
hundreds of minerals and precious
stones from around the world,
displayed behind carefully lit glass
cases, and highlighted to showcase
their brilliance.
The students were also engaged
with dozens of interactive screens
and videos detailing the unique and
wonderful world of mineralogy.

Tripoli Water
Treatment Plant
Field Trip of AUT Water Resources
Students To The Tripoli Water
Treatment Plant and The Batroun
Marine Research Center.

Water Challenges in the
Arab Region
On January 19, 2016, American University of Technology, welcomed Dr Ralf
Klingbeil, as part of a series of guest lecturers hosted by the Water Resources
Department every semester.
Dr Klingbeil, a Regional Advisor of Environment & Water to the United Nations
Economic & Social Commission for Western Asia (UN-ESCWA), lectured to
Water Resources students in the Issam Fares Auditorium about the “Water
Challenges in the Arab Region: How did we get to where we are? And where
do we go from here?”
The riveting lecture focused on water scarcity in the MENA region with
emphasis on the current situation in Lebanon. Discussions focused on the
causes of water scarcity, short and long term trends, and potential solutions
with emphasis on water governance.
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The White Hat Hacker
Workshop

Hawa Chicken
Site Visit

"The White Hat Hacker is a computer
security specialist who breaks into
protected systems and networks to
test and evaluate the level of the cyber
security protection. Accordingly, White
Hat Hackers use their hacking skills to
improve cyber security by exposing
vulnerabilities
before
malicious
hackers (known as Black Hat Hackers)
can detect and exploit them. Although
the methods used are similar, if not
identical, White Hat Hackers have
permission to employ them against
the organization that recruited their
services for that purpose".

A site visit was made by the Water
Resources Department to the Hawa
Chicken plant in Anfeh. Fifteen
students were taken on an extensive
tour of the facility gaining insight into
the treatment of municipal water
used for all their processes as well
as the state of the art wastewater
treatment facility. It is noteworthy to
mention that the facility processes
on the average 13,000 chickens per
hour making it quite a remarkable
operation for Lebanon as well as the
Middle East.

American University of Technology
hosted a focused workshop titled
“White Hat Hacker” on Friday, March
18, 2016 at the Computer Science
facilities of the Halat campus for
high school students, who exercised
offensive
hacking
and
cyber
attacking techniques using their
own computers and applied on pre-

designed virtual victims. Students
learned
Information
Security
(IS) skills like sniffing, poisoning,
generating malicious payloads,
password cracking, WiFi hacking,
and escalating privileges.

Cisco's NetRiders
Cisco Networking Academy NetRiders competitions, organized
by Cisco, provide students with hands-on practice and
experience in a competitive environment, a chance to develop
and test their networking and IT skills and to recognize their
weaknesses, showcase their knowledge in a fun and rewarding
environment, and create interactive networking skills, as well
asnew friendships across the world.
AUT Hosted NetRiders round 1 competition on Wednesday May
4 at Halat Campus. Students from AUT and other universities
competed in a high tech & comfortable environment. Five AUT
CS & IT Students passed round 1 and qualified for round 2 on
Wednesday June 8: Simon Khoury, David Nassif, Mario Hani,
Antoine Tauk, & Jihad Fares. FAS - Computer Science Department
congratulates the students for their first achievement.

Nutrition and Food Research
Conference

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCES | ACADEMIC NEWS

Students from the Nutrition and
Dietetics Department attended a
conference in Beirut hosted by LAU on
Nutrition and Food Research.
Students were able to meet
professionals from the health and
food industries and learned about
the recent researches in the field of
Nutrition and Food Science.
Students participated with two of their
own studies entitled: "“Blue Caravan
Project: Epidemiology of Diabetes
Prevalence in Lebanon, a National
Lebanese Study" and "Alzheimer's
disease
and
Neuronutrition
Management"
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Faculty of Business
Administration
Academic News
AUT Participates In
Residency on Change with
SUNY Empire State College
AUT students were part of a team
that enrolled in State University of
New York's Empire State College
residency in Larnaca, Cyprus. The
residency focused on the theme
of change and was explored under
various angles: the influence
of media on politics, conscious
entrepreneurship, corruption and
the American dream. Each of these
angles was studied with the faculty
team that came from the US for this
residency and students then prepared
a survey that was implemented
on the streets of Larnaca so the
opinions of people about change

Visiting
Professors
from LSE
at AUT

were recorded. The residency
allowed for a visit to important
tourism sites in Larnaca. The AUT
student team was composed of
Andy Keshishian, Raed Tarabay
and Khaled Zein.

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video

AUT hosted professors from London
School of Economics and Political
Science - LSE throughout this academic
year. Dr James Abdey and Dr Reza
Arabsheibani taught AUT students
intensive periods in the scope of the
special BSc programs of University of
London offered at AUT. Abdey taught
Math and Statistics while Arabsheibani
taught Economics. Another professor
from Malta's St Martin's College,
Alessandra
Theuma
came
for
Accounting. The special programs that
AUT offers with University of London
allow students to graduate with two
degrees: one from AUT and another from
University of London under academic
direction by the prestigious LSE
FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION | ACADEMIC NEWS

Collaboration
with Boecker
HACCP
Training and
Food Safety
Awareness
Seminars
A memorandum of understanding
exists between Boecker and AUT.
Boecker is the largest Food Safety and
Pest Management group in the Middle
East providing world class pest control,
professional disinfecting, pest control
equipment & chemicals, and food safety
training & consultancy. AUT students
received intensive training in food
safety management at the university as
well as a series of workshops provided
by Boecker in order to sit for an exam
to receive the HACCP certificate. The
results are exceptional as the success
rate is 100% for the 4th year in a row.
Those certificates are accredited by
international bodies in the UK and
the USA.
In addition, several awareness
campaigns on the topic of food
safety took place during the last few
years. These campaigns aim to raise
awareness on food safety topics for
different groups of the society. Several
seminars targeted housewives, school
caterers, as well as other food handlers.

Entrepreneurship with
BABSON College - USA

Academic
News

AUT Students Completed The Entrepreneurship Course Offered by Babson
College: Live Pitches To Promote Start Ups
It was a bee hive atmosphere this year as students enrolled in the Entrepreneurship
course with Babson College were busy presenting their pitches to Babson College
faculty though WebEX. Students had spent a month interacting with faculty
through EdX and WebEX and reached the final week when they had to present a
pitch to promote their start-up companies. Each week a professor from Babson

FBA

was in charge of preparing students
for a specific stage of the start-up
cycle.
Fifty seven students from all
campuses of AUT were enrolled in
that course and received certificates
from Babson College, Ma, USA. The
collaboration between AUT and
Babson College, ranked number one
in Entrepreneurship studies in the USA
illustrates the policy of the university of
linking each major with top academic
institutions around the world for
the benefit of its students. Students
received the full support of Ms Aline
Hinain , head of Student Affairs at
AUT , Ms Badiaa Hiresh from External
Relations (the department which
initiated this collaboration) as well as
that of the IT department director, Mr
Ibrahim Osman.

AUT Scores
Gold at
HORECA 2016
Horeca is the largest annual gathering for all professionals from the hospitality industry. This reputable event hosts one of
the most challenging competitions between professional establishments as well as university students.
After winning the First Gold Medal for the Sandwich Competition at Horeca 2015, AUT student Christina Rowady won the
gold medal again this year at Horeca 2016. In addition to the gold medal, two teams from the hospitality department won
the silver and bronze medals at the Cold Lebanese Appetizers competition.
Gold Medalist: Christina Rowady
Silver Medalists: Yara Abdo | Charbel Sassine
Bronze Medalists: Rita Sawma | Jowan Koreh

FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION | ACADEMIC NEWS
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Turkey Tourism Policy:
An International Experience
for AUT Students
In the scope of exposing our students
to international experience, the
Hospitality Management department
organized a trip to Turkey. The program
of the visit featured several meetings
with academic and professional
bodies in Istanbul. In addition to all the
presentations and lectures, students
had the chance to visit the famous
touristic sites in Istanbul.
Students from AUT visited the Turkish
Ministry of Tourism and attended a
lecture about the tourism industry in

Turkey and another session about
the tourism policies and development
efforts. Our students participated at
another lecture on the Turkish Hotel
Industry by Mövenpick Hotel General
Manager Ms. Neyran Tan.
At Istanbul Bilgi University, Hospitality
Management students had a campus
tour and a visit to the Energy Museum.
A lecture on the Turkish Tourism
Geography was presented by Dr.
Demiroglu and students received
certificates of participation.

Collaboration with IATA
AUT hosted Mr Mohammad Apesh , and Mr Murad Alkhatib from International
Air Transport Association (IATA). Mr Mohammad Apesh, Aviation Solution
Manager at Levant and Near East Area, introduced the role of IATA in organizing
and supervising the air transport sector and emphasized the role of IATA in
formulating industry policies for critical aviation issues. In addition, Mr Apesh
discussed the importance of the sector to the world economy and how it
contributes to the global GDP. Mr Murad Alkhatib, IATA Area Manager (Jordan,
Lebanon, Syria, West Bank, Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan) addressed our students
on topics related to the nature of this sector in our region and the various
obstacles and threats.
Certificates were distributed to Hospitality and Transport Management students.
The added value of each certificate was explained in relation to the future careers
and the market requirements
Two certificate courses were launched in February 2016, and students received
certificates from IATA in June 2016.
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Marine Technology Course in Egypt
AUT
Students
of
Transport
Management at Alexandria Port
in Egypt for the course Marine
Technology given at our partner
University The Arab Academy for
Science Technology and Maritime
Transport- with Daniel Sfeir, Suhail El
Hashem, Maroun Kadib, Maroun AL
Ahmar, Saba Geagea, Joe Hashem,
Antonio Younis, Ibrahim Jaber, Joe
Helou , Jad Mahfouz

Project Phoenix
The initiative is a joint developmental project launched by the Municipality of Byblos in collaboration with American University
of Technology. This project is a multi-disciplinary project aimed at establishing a quality & safety monitoring process for
food safety and water quality in the Byblos area.
It is an embodiment of the commitment
of AUT to community service and
aims to improve the health of the local
community and the tourists who visit
the area.
Phase (1) - Food Safety
AUT is providing the consultancy
service with the human resource
needed to implement the project.
Several students completed Phase
1 of the project which included
auditing more than 90 restaurants
and food establishments in the area
of Byblos. Those students are well
trained and certified from regional and
international bodies in the field of food
safety (HACCP).

Phase (2) - Water Quality Testing
Phase (2) of Project Phoenix began in earnest during the Spring of 2016, with
focus on surveying the water quality of various sources in Jbail (Byblos) under
the auspices of the municipality.
The ongoing survey, is carried out by a team of four senior water resources
students supervised by their professor and chair, Dr. Mark Saadeh.
The team is utilizing the latest in water testing equipment, on-site and inhouse laboratory, to analyze a myriad water sources in Jbail, including wells…
and also covering tankers.
By the end of this survey, results along with recommendations will be submitted to
the municipality in the form of a report to be shared with stakeholders.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION | ACADEMIC NEWS
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LLM Program
NO NEED TO TRAVEL TO LONDON
Study in Lebanon and Earn an LLM Degree
From University of London - UoL

A Success Story - Roy Stephan

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video

He studied in Beirut and earned his
LLM Degree from London
Lebanese Lawyer Roy Stephan
studied in Lebanon with the AUTLLM Support Program at the Beirut
Bar Association and received his
LLM Degree (Master of Laws) from
University of London- UoL
Roy Stephan wanted to earn an LLM
Degree from University of London but
his busy schedule did not give him
enough time to study.
In addition, his work requires frequent

travel as he is in charge of compliance
for the MENA region branches of the
company where he works.
He visited the AUT- LLM Support
Office at the Beirut Bar Association.
The information he received helped
him make up his mind.
In April 2012, Roy Stephan joined the
program and in October 2015 he took
his last exam at the British Council .
The LLM Support Classes helped
Me. Stephan in his studies and
he received the LLM Degree with

Merit. He also holds a postgraduate
certificate in Banking and Finance,
a Diploma in Corporate and
Commercial Law, an LLM in
International Business Law, and
became a Member of the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators (CIARB).
On March 8th, 2016, Me. Stephan
attended
the
Commencement
ceremony in London presided over by
H.H. Princess Anne.
Congratulations to Me. Roy Stephan!

HRH Princess Royal
with UoL International Programme Faculty

Roy Stephan saluting HRH Princess Royal

With Marcel Hinain, AUT Vice President
of External Relations and Development

FIDIC Construction Contracts Conference
in partnership with Cornerstone Seminars
For the third year in a row, the AUT LLM
Support Office organized and hosted a
FIDIC conference in Beirut on April 21
and 22 in partnership with Cornerstone
Seminars from the United Kingdom and
the Beirut Bar Association.
This special two-day workshop offered
a complete up-to-date review of the
effective understanding and use of the
FIDIC Contracts currently in use. The
FIDIC Contracts Module 1 Workshop
program was highly practical and
included active participation in "handson" workshops and discussion sessions.
The workshop leader, Taner Dedezade,
is a FIDIC Accredited Trainer. He

is a highly qualified international
construction lawyer, very experienced
in FIDIC Contracts and is an excellent,
dynamic speaker with over 20 years
of legal experience, specializing in
FIDIC contracts & Alternative Dispute
Resolution at Corbett & Co. International
Construction Lawyers Ltd.
The first FIDIC conference organized by
AUT was in 2014. Over one hundred and
fifty lawyers, engineers, project managers
and consultants have so far attended
this highly prestigious conference and
received a certificate from FIDIC through
the AUT LLM Support office based at the
Beirut Bar Association.

LLM Support Office Tel; (01) 427 808, (70) 537 899 Beirut Bar Association Bldg. Beirut Lebanon | www.aut.edu | llmsupportprogram@aut.edu

LLM PROGRAM

Maroun Azouri: from
Architecture to Stage Design

Staff &
Faculty
News

Having finished his studies at ALBA, Mr. Azoury
decided to join his love of Music, Fine Arts
&Theater. With a solid base in Architecture, Stage
Design come to him easily. He did designs for
Theater, Opera & Ballet in major theaters in the
world.
Mr. Azouri joined the AUT community in 2001
and is part of the faculty body in the Department
of Arts and Humanities where he teaches
Contemporary Art, Design for the Stage, Art
Appreciation and Drawing and Painting

Where is My Angel?
By Badiaa Hiresh

Born in Lebanon in 1964, Badiaa lived between Lebanon and the USA which
gave her a unique international perspective on life. She raised two daughters who
were the center of every development in her life. On a career level, she worked in
the jewelry business, education, Peace Education Coordination, and last found
herself as an author. A wide variety, yes, but she did believe that it is the passion
and devotion towards the task that makes it successful!
Badiaa is part of the External Affairs Office at AUT.
upon a time, a child was born. Between
"theOncedifferent
events, that child learned that

the end in sight is more important than the
beginning. My story is not unique, maybe
the sequence happening to one person is. I
am every woman, every story behind closed
doors, every marriage, and every company.
This is the story of a woman born in Lebanon
with an international view on life. After losing
her mother at birth, being exiled to the States
and experiencing family leaving her life,

STAFF & FACULTY NEWS

Badiaa developed an inner strength that has
allowed her to cope with events that would
have broken someone less strong. With time,
she learned to stand alone. She learned about
the importance of a smile, she learned about
the steps towards happiness, she learned
about true friendship, she learned about
inner-peace, she learned about what makes
a family, and additionally, she learned to
differentiate between fate and destiny. Fate
came with her birth, but she knew that destiny
was in her own hands .

"
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Activities On Campus
AUT Hosts Retired General Shamel
Roukoz for Talk on Youth & Politics
Over 500 people attended a talk with
Lebanese Army Commandos Regiment
former chief General Shamel Roukoz on
June 7 in the presence of many officials
and students. Roukoz was interviewed
by journalists Aline Farah of An Nahar
daily and Hanan Merhej of Sawt El Mada
radio station.
After planting a cedar tree in AUT's
garden, Roukoz spoke about several
issues of interest to young people. He
spoke about the lack of employment
based on merit and the necessity to

resort to politicians' support to get decent
jobs they deserve, reinforcing thereby
the influence of current politicians on
the future of the young generation. He
encouraged students to start a peaceful
revolution to change this reality by
voting for the people they believe can
operate such a change, pointing to the
fact that the recent municipal elections
constituted a slap in the face of political
parties. Roukoz spoke of the values
acquired through his military career and
debated with the audience many topics

Digital Transformation
A first in the Middle East was the symposium on Digital Transformation organized
by AUT and Knowledge Practices International- Canada under the auspices of the
Minister of Economy and Trade Alain Hakim. The symposium allowed speakers from
diverse sectors to show the audience how businesses are turning digital to gain more
clients and to facilitate transactions. Education, banking, sales, telecom, insurance,
transport and various other sectors of the economy were highlighted with speakers
from the UK, the USA, Kuwait, Canada and Lebanon.
ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video

including his future political plans and
his views on reform at all levels.
AUT President Ghada Hinain had
started the event with a welcome word
that extolled the virtues of General
Roukoz and the need for reform to
remedy the current situation plagued by
unprecedented levels of corruption. She
also pointed to the role of AUT as a pole
of free speech.
The MC for the event was MTV's news
anchor Majed Bou Hadir.

Swiss Inter Cultural
Dialogue at AUT
Under the theme of inter-cultural dialogue, AUT hosted Italian Swiss movie
director Erik Bernasconi to speak of the Swiss experience and debate the
Lebanese and Middle Eastern experience with students at AUT.
His film, "Fuori Mira", shown at Metropolis Cinema two days earlier had
attracted a lot of attention and students had the privilege of discussing all
aspects of the movie with Bernasconi.
Bernasconi was accompanied by Julien Hayoz, attaché at the Swiss embassy
who invited him to Lebanon and proposed the screening and debate at AUT.

AUT
& Roma Film
Academy
To Start
Collaboration
A memorandum of understanding was signed on October 22, 2015 to
start collaboration between AUT and Roma Film Academy.

Activities
On Campus

SUNY
Empire
State College
President
Visits AUT
A visit by Dr Merodie Hancock,
President of State University of
New York Empire State College to
AUT on September 2, 2015 allowed
her and AUT President Ghada
Hinain to discuss several aspects
of cooperation between both
universities.
The cooperation started in 1997 and
a dual degree program has been
offered to AUT since then. President
Hancock attended the graduation
ceremony later held at Edde Sands
resort during which students enrolled
in the special program with ESC were
recognized.

The director of the RFA, Dario de Judicibus and AUT President Ghada
Hinain signed the document that opens the way to faculty and student
exchange, joint research and projects as well as special workshops
given at both institutions.
The MOU comes at the conclusion of a special workshop in sound given
at AUT by Italian sound engineer Tullio Morganti who worked on many
award-winning movies.
The workshop was partly conducted on the historical site of Byblos in
collaboration with the Ministry of Culture and the Byblos Municipality.
The MOU between Roma Film Academy and American University of
Technology was signed in the presence of an audience comprising the
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, the chairs of Humanities
and of Audio-Visual Arts and the students of the department.
Also present were the members of the jury which will review the previous
year students short films.
The jury was made up of: RFA CEO Dr. Dario de Judicibus, RFA Sound
Expert Tullio Morganti, Lebanese Film Director Sam Andraos, Lebanese
Film Director Farah Alameh and Lebanese Music composer and Actor
Mike Massy.
ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS
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Italian Cultural Events at AUT
A series of events of cultural nature
were discussed by AUT President
Ghada Hinain and her senior staff with
the new Director of Italian Institute
for Culture in Lebanon Dr. Edoardo
Crisafulli during a visit he paid to AUT
on September 30, 2015.

Audio Visual Arts. AUT and the
Italian Cultural Institute have had a
long collaboration and the affiliate
institution American Lebanese
Language Center in Jounieh hosts
courses in Italian Language offered
by the ICI.

The organization of a conference on
new technologies used in preserving
archeological remains and old works
of arts that AUT intends to hold in 2017
was discussed at length. The first event
to be held at AUT with the Italian Cultural
Institute resulted in a duo concert of
guitar and flute on November 18 at the
Issam Fares Auditorium .

AUT President Ghada Hinain
signed a memorandum of
understanding with Mr Abdo
Outayek to create a scholarship
fund bearing his name to help
students from the town of Blat
to study at AUT. This MOU is
valid for the year 2016 - 17
and students from Blat are
encouraged to apply for this
scholarship by visiting Student
Affairs or Admissions

Dr. Edoardo Crisafulli was also informed
of the upcoming intensive course in
sound design and editing given at
AUT by The Roma Film Academy
from October 20 to 27 to students of

Orientation Day
Every year, AUT welcomes new first-time students on campus to an orientation day where students and their parents
get acquainted with their professors and advisors and discover different campus services and resources like academic
support, student life and many more.
They also meet other students with similar majors who share with them great tips for getting started at AUT.
A BBQ lunch took place in the garden area ending the day with music and fun.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

First Aid
Workshop
A session took place on
campus to teach students
the basics of first aid:
Animal bites, chokes,
bruises, burns, bleedings
and road accidents.

Club
Orientation
Different clubs at AUT held an
orientation day on campus to recruit
new members.

Activities
On Campus

Power Breakfast
with Minister Damianos
Kattar
Ethics, discipline, rigor, capacities and identity in the workplace were some
of the topics discussed by former Minister of Finance Damianos Kattar with
AUT students on Dean's list.
Shifting job market changes, the development of economy on demand,
personal and professional goals were subjects debated by the participants
who met Kattar over breakfast at Smallville hotel in Beirut. Kattar informed
students of the latest job trends citing IT, logistics, health and education
sectors as the most rapidly expanding in the Arab world.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS
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CV Writing
& Job
Interview
Workshop

Guitarist
Simone Onnis at AUT
The famous Simone Onnis performed in the Issam Fares Auditorium, on
Wednesday November 18, 2015.
A guitar concert in collaboration with the Italian Cultural Institute.

First year students attended a workshop
in the Issam Fares auditorium focusing
on the basic needs to enter the
professional world. First-year students
learned all about writing proper emails,
what to include in a CV for better
chances of recruitment at this young
age, how to be fully prepared for an
interview and other matters related to
job hunting.

Social Club Christmas Party
Halloween
Competition of the best disguised
student, faculty or staff member at
the Halloween Booth in the Agora
Building Tunnel.

The AUT Social Club hosted their annual Christmas Party on campus during
which students enjoyed a special music session with Fr. Jean Jabbour who played
Christmas Songs on his Oud. The party then took place in the Agora Building where
cocktails and sushis were offered while the crowd danced on a live band's tunes.

AUT Cares!
Students from the Faculty of Arts
and Humanities organized a food
chain on campus for Christmas.
They then visited the NGO Bonheur
Du Ciel Café in Beirut where they
took part in cooking and serving
the food to the families in need.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

Team
in Motion
Students participated in the Skills
Building Day on campus through
activities teaching them leadership,
team play and other strengthening
skills that they will carry on during
their academic years at AUT.

No Garlic No Onions at AUT
Student Affairs hosted Dr. Anthony Rahayel, co-founder of NGNO and Souk
el Akel on campus to share his experience with students.
Dr. Rahayel shared his story of how he started, driven by his passion for food and
how his idea was able to grow to many more projects today such as Souk el Akel,
Mechwar and Food Trail. Dr. Rahayel stressed the importance of following our
inner passion in life and most importantly how to keep growing. A real lesson of
entrepreneurship!

Detectives for a Day
A new concept of interactive
games has landed in Lebanon and
our students were among the first
to play it.
The game is very similar to a
case of a real-life detective and
consists of a group of players
who get locked in a room with no
instructions to follow and need to
find clues and solve them in order
to find the key to the locked door

and beat the time.
In order to select the players, students
had to sit for a mini IQ test to determine
their level for participation.
This activity was initiated by the
Adventure Club at AUT and its aim was
not only to motivate students to start
thinking outside the box in order to
fix complicated situations but also to
show in the best way that team work
is the most efficient way for success.

Cine Club
Weekly
Movies
This year saw students and
alumni of Audio Visual Arts
select and present movies to the
audience. Ralf Abi Frem, Joseph
Malek, Pamela Khadra and faculty
member Wissam Mouawad took
turn on Tuesdays to discuss and
show movies of several genres.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS
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Radio Free
Lebanon’s
Live From
AUT
AUT hosted a live broadcast of Radio Free Lebanon’s economic program
Hiwar Beirut on May 26 with journalist Rima Khaddaje Hamade.
Hamade had invited law professor Dr Antoine Saad, AUT Journalism
faculty Joe Mouallem and An Nahar economic page editor Maurice Matta
(also AUT press advisor) to speak of the impact on the Lebanese economy
of the US Treasury restrictions imposed on the Lebanese banks.
Students had the opportunity to debate this issue with the speakers and
learn more of the implications such restrictions may have in the future.

Thanksgiving
Lunch for the
Elderly
As part of the Community Service
Program at AUT, the Hospitality
Management
students
held
a
Thanksgiving Lunch for more than 70
elderly members of the community.
Students were responsible for preparing
the food as well as service. Happy faces
and heartwarming moments reminding
our students of people that need care
and affection.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

Lions
Public Medical
Congress
The Lions Central Medical Committee
held its annual conference at AUT.
Prominent physicians helped spread
awareness on medical issues
including breast cancer, children
surgery, cosmetic surgery, and pain
treatment. The current Lions Governor
Mr. Mourched Hajj Chahine was
among the audience as well as former
governors.

Scouts Camping Weekend
AUT hosted for the first time different scouts group from the region for a camping
weekend on campus on April 2nd and 3rd 2016.
Many fun activities took place ranging from sports to team building. Scouts also
attended a firefighting awareness session with the Fire Department.
A campfire was lit at night and a big BBQ took place with music before they slept
in their tents under the stars. We can’t wait to host them again next year!

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video

KTM Enduro Cup at AUT

AUT in collaboration with ANB company organised a one of a kind KTM Motocross/
Enduro Race on a track prepared specifically for that race inside AUT- Fidar Halat campus.
The former president of Fidar municipality Dr. Naim Bassil gave the starting signal and 15
Motocross/Enduro riders competed for three hours in the presence of 800 spectators.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video
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Rally Paper
More than 100 students participated in the Rally Paper
on June 2nd organized by the Student Affairs Office.
Head of Fidar Municipality Council Mr. Rodrigue Bassil
signaled the departure and asked the first question
online.
Students discovered the many areas of North Lebanon
ending the day with a celebration at the Fidar Campus.
Congrats to the winners: Paul Gebrayel, Marianne
Saleh, Anthony Abou Karam, Elie Wakim and Anthony
Chaghoury.

Coach Farid Njeim with the Futsal Team

Sports
Clubs
Scan this QR Code with your
mobile to watch the video

AUT participated in
many inter-university
championships this
year with coaches
Rony Fahed and Farid
Njeim

Coach Farid Njeim with the Futsal Team

Coach Rony Fahed with the Basketball Team

AUT congratulates student CHRISTINA ROUADY
for winning 1st place in the LIU TABLE TENNIS
TOURNAMENT

AUT SPORTS CLUB

Coach Rony Fahed with the Basketball Team

Alumni Success
The Zohbi Sisters
Meet The Zohbi Sisters: The Best
Example of Excellence at AUT!
Alumna Maha Zohbi, Class of 2008,
graduated in Computer Science with
a GPA of 3.87 then went straight to
the Australian National University in
Canberra where she completed a
Master of Computing and a Master of
Engineering both with High Distinction.
Upon graduating from ANU, Maha
earned membership with the Golden
Key International Honour Society.
Currently living in Canberra, she now
works for Orion Health as a software
engineer which involves designing and
developing software for the healthcare
industry. Maha says her time at AUT
ignited her passion for computer
science and gave her the right base to
learn and grow. Her fondest memories
of AUT? Supporting and inspiring
faculty. Younger sister Hala Zohbi
earned her BA in Interior Design from
AUT in 2010 with a GPA of 3.98! She

then went to Carleton University in
Ottawa on a full scholarship to earn
a Master in Industrial Design in 2012
with High Distinction. As part of her
master's studies, Hala conducted
research in sustainable design and got
her work published in several journals.
She returned to AUT to teach Design
in 2012-2013. Hala currently lives in
Rhode Island USA.

Our Alumni
Our Pride

Both alumnae are the daughters of
the IT Manager of AUT Tripoli, Mr
Fayad Zohbi. AUT is proud of the
Zohbi sisters!

Up Close and Personal
My Experience at AUT

Josette Khalil
Class of 2015
Bachelor of Arts in Graphic
Design with concentration
in Web Design

OUR ALUMNI OUR PRIDE

Hello
I am Josette Khalil. Today, I hold a
Junior Position as Graphic Designer at
SIEGMA, an advertising, branding and
development agency. It is my first job
after I graduated in September 2015
with distinction from AUT from the
Faculty of Arts & Humanities majoring
in Graphic and Web Design.
I was an "A" Student throughout my
academic years and AUT supported
me financially and gave me the
experience I was longing to have to
work while studying. They suggested
I work in the Communication Office as
part of my work study program. AUT
prepared me to live the experience
of working as a graphic designer. I
designed brochures, posters, banners,
tags, invitations card and many
other things. I was having the best
experience I could have, learning and
practicing the basic why, how, and
where.
I Then had the chance to work at
SIEGMA on a condition to pass
their test, although the job was for a
senior position. Out of approximately
20 candidates, I was one of the two
selected to start an Internship. They
observed our work meticulously, gave

us a lot of projects to do and decided
less than a month later that I was
ready to start working for them full
time. I specifically drew my employers’
attention when a client who wanted to
uplift his company's logo chose the
option I designed.
Now why would a company hire a
fresh graduate when the job requires
a senior?
Out of all the reasons that may
come to your mind, at the end, a
company wants to hire someone who
understands the job very well, knows
his way around the many suppliers a
company usually has to work with, and
is good at handling clients’ requests.
I am where I am today thanks to the
great experience I had at AUT while
being a student and while working
with them. AUT offered me all that I
needed to take to my job today.
I want to thank specifically the director
of the Communication Department Mr.
Sabbagh and all the brilliant professors
who taught me and supported me all
throughout my years at AUT.
Thank you
LIVE LOVE AUT !
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AUT
Commencement
Exercises 2015
Under the theme of tourism, AUT organized its 14th commencement exercises on
September 3 rd at Edde Sands Jbeil under the auspices of the Minister of Education, Elias
Bou Saab. Tourism was the theme for this year's event with the celebration of Byblos as the
Capital of Arab Tourism, which was voted by the Arab Tourism Organization and with the
granting of a doctorate Honoris Causa to Ghassan Al Aridi, the major tourism investor in the
UAE and with massive investments around the world. Over a thousand people attended the
ceremony and speeches were given by AUT President Ghada Hinain and by the president
of Empire State College of State University of New York Merodie Hancock as well as by
representatives from London School of Economics and from Université de Toulouse, all
of which AUT has joint programs with. AUT also recognized Mazen Kabbara, a successful
alumnus in Kuwait in the area of Computer Science and IT. The ceremony was attended
by the Minister of Culture Mr Rony Arayji, the mayors of Byblos, Fidar, Jounieh, Tripoli,
Barbara and other towns and by many members of Parliament in addition to notables from
the areas of Mount Lebanon, Tyre and the North since there were graduates from the Fidar,
Tyre and Tripoli campuses. A performance by Pascale Sakr singing for Byblos and many
interludes by the Lebanon Philharmonic Orchestra provided a very refined music backdrop
to the event. The event ended in dazzling fireworks followed by a dinner reception for all
students, parents and guests.

AUT COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 2015

MARRAKECH

Destination
Pick

Marrakech is a true “year round destination”.
Best to visit in the spring or autumn season, Marrakech will leave you
speechless, sparkling and amazed!
Have a sip of cocktail at a terrace of an 18th century riad, go pamper yourself
at the traditional hammams, discover flavors, spices and magic in the medina.
Marrakech is a city of moments! Here are a few tips for a great experience:

What to do:

Djemaa El-Fna: It’s the local point of the city’s rambling morphology. The
square market place is located in the old city (medina) with small merchants
and entertainers. Make sure to try to food vendors for a real culinary experience
Jardin Majorelle: Created by French painter Jacques Majorelle for over 40 years.
Walk along shady lanes of exotic plants and trees of dreamy origin. In the
1980’s Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Berge bought it and decided to live in
it in the exquisite blue villa Bou Saf Saf. The place looks like it just got out of a
magazine!
Bahia Palace: Beautiful palace and a set of gardens built in the 19th century.
The Palace was intended to be the greatest one of its time. Its impressive vast
courts and decoration make the place even more majestic.
Beaches and Resorts: For the party animal in you, make sure to hit Nikki Beach.
For those of you who prefer relaxation, one of the most beautiful country club
is Beldi

Where to go out:

Nightclubs and lounges fill the city with DJs from all over the world.
The food in Marrakech is finger licking good!
For a great dining experience make sure to reserve at Maison MK’s restaurant
and don't leave before you taste the traditional Moroccan dishes at Les Trois
Saveurs at La Maison Arabe.

Where to stay:

For a real Moroccan experience reserve at the following Riads:
Riad Utopia Suites & Spa (Approximately 100,000L.L per night)
Address: 280 derb sidi bouamar, Riad L arousse, Marrakech 40008, Morocco
Phone:+212 5243-83807
Riad Nashira & Spa (Approximately 265,000L.L per night)
Address: Diour Saboune, Derb Sidi Makhlouf n°16, Marrakesh 40000, Morocco.
Phone:+212 5243-90603
Both are very well located, easily accessible and breakfast is complimentary
with the room. Make sure to hit the spa, it's heavenly!
For the luxurious experience:
La Mamounia Palace a 5 star hotel in the heart of the city
Approximately 600,000L.L/night
Address: Avenue Bab Jdid, Marrakesh 40040, Morocco
Phone:+212 5243-88600

DESTINATION PICK
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